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The Shower Houses

- There are more than 330 Shower Houses located in camping areas throughout the Jamboree site
- Each Shower House is equipped with individual shower stalls for privacy
- Shower Houses are separated by both male and female as well as youth and adult
- Shower houses will be professionally cleaned daily for your comfort
- Electricity/Lighting is run to all Shower houses for safety and convenience
- Shower Houses are equipped with toilet facilities as well as sinks and mirrors
- All Shower Houses are on a concrete pad with floor drains
- Showers are available 24 hours per day during the Jamboree

Shower Houses and Sustainability

- Water from the shower house is recycled to use for flushing the toilets contributing to the sustainability of the Summit.
- Showers are at ambient temperature saving on electric to otherwise needed maintain hot water
- Showers are controlled with a pull chain for water to prevent constant running water